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Abstract
This deliverable provides the first version of specifications for the i3-Market Data Access API,
an interface which defines a secured data transfer mechanism allowing an encrypted path
between data providers and consumers.
The Data Access API is the interface via which data consumers gain access to the data offered
by a data provider or data space. Since this open interface enables direct interactions among
stakeholders of different data spaces/marketplaces, we need not only an open interface
specification that can be implemented by all, but also a high-level of security, as the data
exchange might involve sensitive data, e.g. personal data or commercial data.
Since a data exchange shall be only authorised once all involved stakeholders, i.e. data owner,
data provider and data consumer, have signed a smart contract, the Data Access API must
be securely linked with and controlled by the i3-MARKET backplane. Moreover, for the
monetisation of data assets based on the crypto currency, the i3-MARKET backplane must
be reliably informed about the quantities of the exchanged assets. This is especially a
challenging task due to the decentralised architecture (i.e. the direct, peer-to-peer access
interface between data providers and consumers).
Authentication, authorization and data transfer are the core features of the Data Access API.
Authentication is performed by the i3-MARKET Identity Provider. The user is authenticated
using verifiable claims. After successful authentication, an access token is issued which
contains the user role (data consumer, data provider). If a data consumer tries to access the
data provider without a valid access token it will be redirected to the i3-MARKET Identity
Provider. Data provider validates the access token using a service provided by the backplane.
The data transfer takes place using the non-repudiation protocol. A binary data transfer service
based on the non-repudiation protocol was implemented. The service offers support for
concurrent data transfer and activity logging integrated with the Data Transparency
subsystem.
The innovative elements of the Data Access APIs included in this document are described in
section 1.2 and summarised as follow: 1) the integration and implementation of the nonrepudiable protocol for secure data transfer. 2) the integration and deployment within the i3market Backplane for data transfer monitoring and 3) the integration with the i3-market smart
contract. The advances constitute a progress with respect to the current solutions improving
the way in how marketplaces can access and deliver data using he open API specification.
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1 About This Document
This document presents the specifications of the Data Access API of the i3-MARKET
platform, which was developed in Work package 3, Task 4. It represents the state of
work as of June 2021. The first version of the architectural design is in scope of this
document. Further results will be published in deliverables to come.

1.1 Deliverable context
Table 1: Deliverable context
Project item

Objectives

Relationship

TO.2 Specification and implementation of an open API for the i3MARKET backplane, allowing data spaces and marketplaces to
federate.
TO.7 Development of a secure data access API (incl. SDK for easy
adoption by data providers and consumers) for the exchange of
sensitive industrial data, including stochastic models/algorithms for
the execution of crypto tokens analysis promoting secure and the
Intelligent detection of privacy attacks.

Exploitable
results
Work plan
Milestones
Deliverables

Risks

Data Access API
Task 3.4 in WP3
MS
This deliverable has relationships with the following deliverables:
-

D3.1

-

D4.7

-

D4.9

n/a
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1.2 Innovative aspects with respect to SoTA
This deliverable is a comprehensive set of specifications in relation to the Secure data access
and also provide reference implementation details for secure data access, which are used in
the data access SDK which also represent an innovative way in how i3-MARKET facilitates
the implementation and deployment of the developed software components.
The innovative elements presented in this deliverable and that are described as the Data
Access API are the following:
1. Integration of the non-repudiable protocol for secure data transfer.
The most common method to provide non-repudiation in the context of digital communication
and data exchange or storage is digital signatures, i3-MARKET the user authentication is
realized by providing the verifiable credentials issued by the i3-MARKET identity provider and
the use of access tokens improve the security of data.
2. Integration with the i3-market Backplane for data transfer monitoring.
i3-MARKET implements secure mechanism where an access token is retrieved, and the
consumer is authorized for data transfer, while the dataset is split into fixed size blocks
transferred one by one this ensure the data can be transfer and monitor at the blocks level.
The security of the transfer is enforced by an encryption mechanism implemented with
symmetric keys, unique for each data block. An additional functionality that improves i3MARKET is the use of Data Transfer Tracking and Monitoring component which measures
the amount of transferred data and logs this information which is transferred to the i3-MARKET
Backplane.
3. Integration with the i3-market smart contract.
The introduction and use of smart contracts is relatively new in the areas like billing and
tokenisation. In i3-MARKET data parameters and characteristics are retrieved by querying the
smart contract, this feature provides an advance system, first because i3-MARKET backplane
introduces those features directly in the smart contract data model and second because i3MARKET backplane provide the methods to efficient process and manage the data from the
smart contract. The use of semantics also facilitate the access and use of the data included
in the smart contract.
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2 Data Access API – System Specifications
The secure Data Access API enables data providers secure registration to access and/or
exchange data in a peer-to-peer fashion once the contracts and security mechanisms for
identity management have been executed and confirmed. This improves scalability and avoids
the need that data providers have to share their data assets with intermediaries (e.g. a
marketplace operator). In addition, anonymization can be used to hide the provider’s identity.
Data Access API consists of the following main components:
• Authentication and Authorization
• Policy Management
• Role Management
• Secure Data Transfer and Anonymization
The following functionalities are part of the Release 1
• Authentication and Authorization
• Data transfer based on the non-repudiation protocol with support for concurrent
threads and logging

2.1 Core components of i3-MARKET
The Task 3.4 encompasses the Data Access System block which interacts with following two
building blocks:
a)

Backplane: Data Access system will use the Backplane system to enable the secure
access to data and to enforce the smart contract

b)

Data Storage: Data Access will interface with the distributed and decentralized data
storage system to support the exchange with the Data Transfer Transparency
subsystem. A synchronisation between Data Transfer and Anonymisation subsystem
and the Distributed Storage system is performed to ensure the storage is prepared to
provide access to data.

The i3-MARKET building blocks and the core components are represented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The i3-MARKET Data Access API within the i3-MARKET Overall Systems Diagram
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2.2 Component diagram of the Data Access system
Figure 2 presents the component diagram for the Data Access System, which consists of four
major subsystems: Authentication and Authorization, Data Transfer Transparency, Data
Management and Secure Data Transfer & Anonymization

Figure 2: The component diagram of the Data Access system

2.2.1. Authentication and Authorization
Authentication - Verifies the identity of the user against the i3-market Backplane
Authorization - Verifies the permissions the authenticated user has in the i3-market
platform allowing to perform authorized actions and granting access to resources
The Authentication & Authorization subsystem has the following sub-components:

POLICY MANAGEMENT
Policy is a set of rules that defines how to protect the assets to provide trust, security and
privacy. Policy Management component oversees enforcing the rule set provided by i3market Backplane within the Data Access system. The responsibilities of the Policy
management module are:
-

Intercept access attempts

-

Check attempt against rule set

-

Grant access to permitted assets
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ROLE MANAGEMENT
A Role is a set of Policies attached to an entity in order to define the access that entity has
within the i3-market Data Access system. The Role management component is in charge
with fetching the list of policies and verifying them against the Data Access system. The
responsibilities of the Role management module are:
-

Get the list of policies associated with Role from Backplane

-

Verify Role access by invoking Policy management

-

Allow or Deny functionalities

2.2.2. Secure Data Transfer & Anonymization
Secure Data Transfer & Anonymization subsystem has the following components:

DATA ENCRYPTION
The responsibilities of the Data encryption module are:
-

Key generation and Exchange

-

Transfer data in an encrypted way between endpoints

-

Decrypt data on the consumer side

PROXY
The proxy needs to be used when the identity of the Data Provider needs to be hidden.
This feature is optional, therefore no needed to implement it if there is no specific
requirement referring to the anonymity of the Data Provider. The responsibilities of the
Proxy module are:
-

Activate the proxy

-

Configure the parameters to hide the identity

-

Data transfer goes through the proxy

2.2.3. Data Transfer Transparency
Data Transfer Transparency subsystem has the following components:

DATA TRANSFER MANAGEMENT
This component is responsible with the management of the connection between provider
and consumer and implements the following functionalities:
-

Initialize the connection

-

Resume the connection

-

Finalize the connection
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DATA TRANSFER TRACKING
This component implements the following operation:
-

Measure the amount of transferred data

DATA TRANSFER MONITOR
The information about how much data was transferred, when the data transfer was initiated
and when it was completed are monitored and the following operations are triggered:
- Inform the i3-Market Backplane that the data transfer was performed and reports how
much data was transferred
-

Invoke the linked smart contract

2.2.4. Data Management
Two methods for data transfer are supported by Data Access API which are supported by
the following modules:

BATCH DATA TRANSFER MANAGEMENT
One-time data transfer for one chunk of data in a session with the following methods:
-

Request data

-

Transfer data

DATA STREAM MANAGEMENT
Continuous transfer of data based on a subscription, e.g. publish/subscribe mechanism:
-

Subscribe to an offering

-

Trigger data transfer – on the producer side

-

Get data – on the consumer side

-

Unsubscribe
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3 Technical Requirements
The Data Access API capabilities have been defined and are described below. They are
structured as epics and have been documented taking the Trello board approach.

Table 2: Authentication & Authorization - Epics
Name

Description

Policy Management

Labels

Policy is a set of rules that defines how to protect
the assets in order to provide trust, security and
privacy. Policy Management component is in
charge of enforcing the rule set provided by i3market Backplane inside of the Data Access
system.

V1
Epic

parents:
1. https://trello.com/c/Kh4m5D5X

Role Management

A Role is a set of Policies attached to an entity in
order to define the access that entity has within
the i3-market Data Access system. The Role
management component is in charge with
fetching the list of policies and verifying them
against the Data Access system.

V1
Epic

parents:
1

https://trello.com/c/Kh4m5D5X

Table 3: Authentication & Authorization – User stories
Name

Description

Labels

Intercept access
attempts

As Data Provider I want to intercept the Data
Access API access attempts so I can check the
policy

V1
User Story

Check attempt
against rule set

As Data Provider I want to check the access
attempt of Data Access API against policy so I be
able to grant access

V1
User Story
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Grant access to
permitted assets

As Data Provider I want to grant access to assets
so the user can access the data

V1
User Story

Get the list of
policies associated
with Role

Verify Role access

As Data Provider I want to access Backplane so I
obtain the list of policies associated with the
user's role

V1
User Story

As Data Provider I want to invoke Policy
management so I will verify the role access of the
user

V1
User Story

Allow or Deny
access

As Data Provider I want to allow or deny access
so the data can be accessed according to policy

V1
User Story

Table 4: Data Transfer Transparency - Epics
Name

Description

Data Transfer
Management

Data Transfer Management is a component which
is in charge with the control of the connection
between provider and consumer.

Labels

parents:

V1
Epic

1. https://trello.com/c/ysjHrxlT

Data Transfer
Tracking

The Data Transfer Tracking component measures
the volume of data transferred between producer
and consumer.

Epic

parents:
1
Data Transfer
Monitor

https://trello.com/c/ysjHrxlT

The Data Transfer Monitor component
communicates with the Backplane before and
after the data transfer.

V1
Epic

parents:
1

V1

https://trello.com/c/ysjHrxlT
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Table 5: Data Transfer Transparency – User stories
Name

Initialize the
connection

Description

Labels

As Data Provider I want to initialize a connection
so I will be able to start the transfer

V1
User Story

Resume the
connection

As Data Provider I want to resume the connection
so I be able to continue the transfer

V1
User Story

Finalize the
connection

Measure
transferred data

As Data Provider I want to finalize the connection
so the I conclude the transfer

As Data Provider I want to measure the
transferred data so I can report the information to
the Backplane

V1
User Story
V1
User Story

Inform i3-market
Backplane

As Data Provider I want inform the Backplane so
the system can track the volume of transferred
data

V1
User Story

Invoke linked
smart contract

As Data Provider I want to invoke the smart
contract so the data can be transferred according
to contractual parameters

V1
User Story
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Table 6: Secure Data Transfer & Anonymization - Epics
Name

Description

Data encryption

Labels

The Data Encryption component is responsible
with the end-to-end process of encoding and
decoding of data during transfer between
producer and consumer.

V1
Epic

parents:
1

https://trello.com/c/Kh4m5D5X

The Proxy component can be used when the Data
Producer identity needs to be hidden

Proxy

V1

parents:
1

https://trello.com/c/Kh4m5D5X

2

https://trello.com/c/rsN6Hh1y

Epic

Table 7: Secure Data Transfer & Anonymization – User stories
Name

Key generation and
exchange

Description

Labels

As Data Provider I want to obtain the encryption
key so I will be able to transfer the data securely

V1
User Story

Transfer encrypted
data

As Data Provider I want to transfer encrypted data
so I be able to enforce the transfer safety and
confidentiality

V1
User Story
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Decrypt data

Activate proxy

As Data Consumer I want to decrypt the
transferred data so the I access the transferred
data

V1
User Story

As Data Provider I want to activate the proxy so I
can hide my identity

V1
User Story

Transfer data
through proxy

As Data Provider I to transfer the data through
proxy so my identity remains confidential

V1
User Story

Table 8: Data Management - Epics
Name

Batch Data
Transfer
Management

Description

Labels

Batch Data Transfer Management refers to one
time data transfer and retrieving one chunk of
data in a session

V1
Epic

Data Stream
Management

Data Stream Management component is
responsible with the continuous transfer of data
based on a subscription, e.g. publish/subscribe
mechanism

V1
Epic
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Table 9: Data Management – User stories
Name

Request batch data

Description

Labels

As Data Consumer I want to request a batch of
data so I will be able to obtain the data from a
provider

V1
User Story

Transfer batch data

As Data Provider I want to transfer a batch data
so I will send the data to consumer

V1
User Story

Subscribe to
channel

As Data Consumer I want to subscribe to a
channel so the I access the streaming data

V1
User Story

Trigger data
transfer

As Data Provider I want to trigger the data
transfer so the data is sent on a stream

V1
User Story

Get data

As Data Consumer I want to get the data so I can
save data locally

V1
User Story

Unsubscribe from
channel

As Data Consumer I want to unsubscribe from a
channel so I disconnect from the stream of data

V1
User Story
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Table 10: Data Access SDK - Epics
Name

Batch Data
Transfer
Management

Description

Labels

Authentication and Authorization are required for
users who call the Data Access API from Data
Access SDK

V1

parents:
1

Data Stream
Management

Epic

https://trello.com/c/5eKePk4g

Data Transfer is a component which is
responsible with the management of the request
data and response

V1

parents:
1

Epic

https://trello.com/c/5eKePk4g

Table 11: Data Access SDK – User stories
Name

Authenticate and
Authorize the Data
Consumer

Request data

Description

Labels

As Software developer I want to authenticate and
authorization the consumer so I will be able to
obtain the data from a provider

V1
User Story

As Software developer I want to implement a data
request so the I get access to data

V1
User Story

Get Data

As Software developer I want to implement the
get data so the I can transfer the data locally

V1
User Story
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4 Sequence Diagrams
The process view perspective is presented in the sequence diagrams.
The sequence diagrams of the sub-systems listed below are detailed here:
•

Authentication and Authorization

•

Data Transfer Transparency

•

Data Management

•

Secure Data Transfer and Anonymization

Figure 3: Authentication and Authorization
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Figure 4 Data Transfer Transparency

Figure 5 Data Management
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Figure 6 Secure Data Transfer and Anonymization
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5 Interface description
Data Access APIs
The Data Access API is the interface via which data consumers gain access to the data offered
by a data provider or data space. Since this open interface enables direct interactions among
stakeholders of different data spaces/marketplaces, we need not only an open interface
specification that can be implemented by all, but also a high-level of security, as the data
exchange might involve sensitive data, e.g. personal data or commercial data.
The endpoints documented below were grouped by modules as documented here:

5.1 BatchTransferController
5.1.1 post /check_batch
(batchTransferController.checkBatch)
Verifies whether the data is available for consumption.

Consumes
This API call consumes the following media types via the Content-Type request header:
•

•

application/json

Request body
body DataRequest (required)
•

Body Parameter —

Return type
AvailabilityResponse
•

Example data
Content-Type: application/json
•

{
"available" : false,
"message" : "Data is not available due to networking issues at provider side."
}

Produces
This API call produces the following media types according to the Accept request
header; the media type will be conveyed by the Content-Type response header.
•

application/json
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•

Responses
200

Returns whether the data requested by the consumer is available at the provider side.
AvailabilityResponse
400

Occurs when one of the input fields provided in the body is invalid. BadRequest
401

Occurs when an authentication token was not provided. Unauthorized
403

Occurs when the authentication token does not contain the necessary scopes or the
token is expired. Forbidden
500

Unknown exception occurred while checking data availability. InternalServerError

5.1.2 post /batch
(batchTransferController.getBatch)
Requests data from a provider in form of stream.

Consumes
This API call consumes the following media types via the Content-Type request header:
•

application/json

Request body
body DataRequest (optional)
•

Body Parameter —

Return type
DataResponse
•

Example data
Content-Type: application/json
•

{
"additionalInfo" : "Transfer status: started. Progress: 0%",
"transferId" : "c3e3ae76-39fd-11eb-adc1-0242ac120002"
}

Produces
This API call produces the following media types according to the Accept request
header; the media type will be conveyed by the Content-Type response header.
•

application/json
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•

Responses
200

Accepted. The data consumer provided a valid token for authentication. The data is
returned to the consumer. DataResponse
400

Occurs when one of the input fields provided in the body is invalid. BadRequest
401

Occurs when an authentication token was not provided. Unauthorized
403

Occurs when the authentication token does not contain the necessary scopes or the
token is expired. Forbidden
500

Unknown exception occurred while requesting data. InternalServerError

5.1.3 post /proxy_batch
(batchTransferController.proxyBatch)
Requests data from a provider in form of batches. The data should be intercepted by a proxy that
hides sensitive data.

Consumes
This API call consumes the following media types via the Content-Type request header:
•

application/json

Request body
body DataRequest (optional)
•

Body Parameter —

Return type
DataResponse
•

Example data
Content-Type: application/json
•

{
"additionalInfo" : "Transfer status: started. Progress: 0%",
"transferId" : "c3e3ae76-39fd-11eb-adc1-0242ac120002"
}
•

Produces
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This API call produces the following media types according to the Accept request
header; the media type will be conveyed by the Content-Type response header.
application/json
•

Responses
200

Accepted. The data consumer provided a valid token for authentication. The data is
returned to the consumer. DataResponse
400

Occurs when one of the input fields provided in the body is invalid. BadRequest
401

Occurs when an authentication token was not provided Unauthorized
403

Occurs when the authentication token does not contain the necessary scopes or the
token is expired Forbidden
500

Unknown exception occurred while requesting data. InternalServerError

5.2 StreamTransferController
5.2.1 post /check_stream
(streamTransferController.checkStream)
Verifies whether the data is available for consumption.

Consumes
This API call consumes the following media types via the Content-Type request header:
•

application/json

Request body
body DataRequest (optional)
•

Body Parameter —

Return type
AvailabilityResponse
•

Example data
Content-Type: application/json
•
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{
"available" : false,
"message" : "Data is not available due to networking issues at provider side."
}

Produces
This API call produces the following media types according to the Accept request
header; the media type will be conveyed by the Content-Type response header.
•

application/json
•

Responses
200

Returns whether the data requested by the consumer is available at the provider side.
AvailabilityResponse
400

Occurs when one of the input fields provided in the body is invalid. BadRequest
401

Occurs when an authentication token was not provided. Unauthorized
403

Occurs when the authentication token does not contain the necessary scopes or the
token is expired. Forbidden
500

Unknown exception occurred while checking data availability. InternalServerError

5.2.2 post /proxy_stream
(streamTransferController.proxyStream)
Requests data from a provider in form of stream. The data should be intercepted by a proxy that
hides sensitive data.

Consumes
This API call consumes the following media types via the Content-Type request header:
•

application/json

Request body
body DataRequest (optional)
•

Body Parameter —

Return type
DataResponse
•

Example data
Content-Type: application/json
•
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{
"additionalInfo" : "Transfer status: started. Progress: 0%",
"transferId" : "c3e3ae76-39fd-11eb-adc1-0242ac120002"
}

Produces
This API call produces the following media types according to the Accept request
header; the media type will be conveyed by the Content-Type response header.
•

application/json
•

Responses
200

Accepted. The data consumer provided a valid token for authentication. The data is
returned to the consumer. DataResponse
400

Occurs when one of the input fields provided in the body is invalid. BadRequest
401

Occurs when an authentication token was not provided Unauthorized
403

Occurs when the authentication token does not contain the necessary scopes or the
token is expired Forbidden
500

Unknown exception occurred while requesting data. InternalServerError

5.2.3 post /stream
(streamTransferController.stream)
Requests data from a provider in form of stream.

Consumes
This API call consumes the following media types via the Content-Type request header:
•

application/json

Request body
body DataRequest (optional)
•

Body Parameter —

Return type
DataResponse
•

Example data
Content-Type: application/json
•
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{
"additionalInfo" : "Transfer status: started. Progress: 0%",
"transferId" : "c3e3ae76-39fd-11eb-adc1-0242ac120002"
}

Produces
This API call produces the following media types according to the Accept request
header; the media type will be conveyed by the Content-Type response header.
•

application/json
•

Responses
200

Accepted. The data consumer provided a valid token for authentication. The data is
returned to the consumer. DataResponse
400

Occurs when one of the input fields provided in the body is invalid. BadRequest
401

Occurs when an authentication token was not provided Unauthorized
403

Occurs when the authentication token does not contain the necessary scopes or the
token is expired Forbidden
500

Unknown exception occurred while requesting data. InternalServerError

5.3 TransferMonitorController
5.3.1 post /report
(transferMonitorController.report)
The user of the marketplace wants to be informed about the data transferred between provider or
data space and consumer.

Consumes
This API call consumes the following media types via the Content-Type request header:
•

application/json

Request body
body (optional)
•
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Body Parameter —

Return type
StatusResponse
•

Example data
Content-Type: application/json
•

{
"status" : "resumed"
}

Produces
This API call produces the following media types according to the Accept request
header; the media type will be conveyed by the Content-Type response header.
•

application/json
•

Responses
200

Returns the status of a transfer. StatusResponse
400

Occurs when one of the input fields provided in the body is invalid. BadRequest
401

Occurs when an authentication token was not provided Unauthorized
403

Occurs when the authentication token does not contain the necessary scopes or the
token is expired Forbidden
500

Unknown exception occurred while requesting data. InternalServerError

5.4 TransferTrackingController
5.4.1 post /status
(transferTrackingController.status)
The transfer of data needs to be tracked by consumer once the subscription was confirmed. The
consumer wants to know the status of the process meaning that the transfer was: started,
interrupted, stopped, resumed. The user of the marketplace need to know if the transfer was
successfully completed or the data was corrupted.
•

Consumes
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This API call consumes the following media types via the Content-Type request header:
application/json

Request body
body (optional)
•

Body Parameter —

Return type
StatusResponse
•

Example data
Content-Type: application/json
•

{
"status" : "resumed"
}

Produces
This API call produces the following media types according to the Accept request
header; the media type will be conveyed by the Content-Type response header.
•

application/json
•

Responses
200

Returns the status of a transfer. StatusResponse
400

Occurs when one of the input fields provided in the body is invalid. BadRequest
401

Occurs when an authentication token was not provided Unauthorized
403

Occurs when the authentication token does not contain the necessary scopes or the
token is expired Forbidden
500

Unknown exception occurred while requesting data. InternalServerError

5.4.2 post /track_batch
(transferTrackingController.trackBatch)
Checks the volume of data that was consumed in batches.

Consumes
This API call consumes the following media types via the Content-Type request header:
•

application/json
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Request body
body (optional)
•

Body Parameter —

Return type
BatchTrackingResponse
•

Example data
Content-Type: application/json
•

{
"percent" : "33%"
}

Produces
This API call produces the following media types according to the Accept request
header; the media type will be conveyed by the Content-Type response header.
•

application/json
•

Responses
200

Percent of data that was consumed until now. BatchTrackingResponse
400

Occurs when one of the input fields provided in the body is invalid. BadRequest
401

Occurs when an authentication token was not provided Unauthorized
403

Occurs when the authentication token does not contain the necessary scopes or the
token is expired Forbidden
500

Unknown exception occurred while requesting data. InternalServerError

5.4.3 post /track_stream
(transferTrackingController.trackStream)
Checks the volume of data that was consumed from a stream.

Consumes
This API call consumes the following media types via the Content-Type request header:
•

application/json

Request body
body (optional)
•
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Body Parameter —

Return type
StreamTrackingResponse
•

Example data
Content-Type: application/json
•

{
"volume" : "25MB"
}

Produces
This API call produces the following media types according to the Accept request
header; the media type will be conveyed by the Content-Type response header.
•

•
•

application/json

Responses
200

Volume of data that was consumed until now. StreamTrackingResponse
400

Occurs when one of the input fields provided in the body is invalid. BadRequest
401

Occurs when an authentication token was not provided. Unauthorized
403

Occurs when the authentication token does not contain the necessary scopes or the
token is expired. Forbidden
500

Unknown exception occurred while requesting data. InternalServerError
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6 State of the Art
The following is a shortlist of API technologies that serve as reference for i3-MARKET and
that helps to understand core functionalities in a range of different services from enabling to
creation of dynamic end-to-end APIs to a scalable gateway providing an API Layers.

6.1 Loopback
Loopback is an open source solution developed by StrongLoop, an IBM company. It is a
framework that enables you to create dynamic end-to-end APIs (RESTful and GraphQL). It is
for Node.js and developed in TypeScript, a typed superset of JavaScript. Due to its modular
connectors, it can (indeed does) support any DB as well as custom data integrations like
blockchains.
This is the technology that was selected for the implementation of the Data Access API.
Download: https://www.npmjs.com/package/loopback
Repository: https://github.com/strongloop/loopback-next
Documentation: https://loopback.io/doc/en/lb4/index.html
API(s): https://loopback.io/doc/en/lb4/apidocs.index.html
Plug-ins, Apps, etc.: https://github.com/strongloop
Training: https://github.com/strongloop/loopback4-example-shopping

6.2 Kong
Kong gateway is a scalable, open source API Layer (also known as an API Gateway, or API
Middleware). Kong can run in front of any RESTful API and may be extended through Plugins,
which provide extra functionality and services beyond the core platform.
Download: https://konghq.com/install/
Repository: https://github.com/Kong/kong
Documentation: https://docs.konghq.com/?itm_source=website&itm_medium=nav
Plug-ins, Apps, etc.: https://docs.konghq.com/hub/
Publications
Xu, Rongxu & Jin, Wenquan & Kim, Dohyeun. (2019). Microservice Security Agent Based On
API Gateway in Edge Computing. Sensors. 19. 4905. 10.3390/s19224905.
Training: https://konghq.com/ebooks/?itm_source=website&itm_medium=nav
https://konghq.com/webinars/?itm_source=website&itm_medium=nav
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6.3 GraphQL
GraphQL is a query language for APIs and a runtime for fulfilling those queries with your
existing data. GraphQL provides a complete and understandable description of the data in
your API, gives clients the power to ask for exactly what they need and nothing more, makes
it easier to evolve APIs over time, and enables powerful developer tools.
Download: https://graphql.org/code/
Repository: https://github.com/graphql
Documentation: http://spec.graphql.org/
Plug-ins, Apps, etc.: https://graphql.org/code/
Publications: https://graphql.org/community/
Training: https://graphql.org/learn/
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7 Conclusions
This deliverable summarises the specifications and services implementation of the Secure
Data Access API, This APi is an interface which defines the ways how the data can be
transferred in a secured manner in i3-MARKET using a data transfer mechanism allowing an
encrypted path between data providers and consumers.
This is the first version of the Data Access API, at it is expected that this interface is used by
delivering data consumers services for gaining access to the data offered by a data provider
or data space in the form of offerings. The main objective of the Data Acess API is to enable
direct interactions among stakeholders of different data spaces/marketplaces that can be
connected via i3-MARKET backplane.
The current Data Access API specification considers that data must be securely linked with
and controlled by the i3-MARKET backplane.
Currently this specification serves for the initial testing and integration of the overall
services/activities enabling authentication, authorization and data transfer which are the core
features of the Data Access API. This is a live document and further improvements will be
reported in the version 2 of this deliverable.
The use of non-repudiable protocol for secure data transfer is implemented in i3-MARKET,
non-repudiable protocols is one of the most advanced security methods over digital
signatures. The user authentication is realized by providing the verifiable credentials issued
by the i3-market identity provider.
The use of tokens to ensure security access is provided and implemented in i3-MARKET, the
use of tokens ensures that only the desired consumer(s) is/are authorized for data transfer,
while the dataset is split into fixed size blocks transferred one by one.
In i3-MARKET the security of the data transfer is enforced by an encryption mechanism
implemented with symmetric keys, unique for each data block and thus Data Transfer Tracking
and Monitoring is used and implemented which is transferred to the i3-market Backplane.
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